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5 Tips For Setting Goals
1.) Make A Goal That Scares You. 
Making a goal that is too small or “reasonable” is just another way of settling.
Do not settle! Whatever your goal is, whether it is winning a state title, a
national title, or even breaking into the starting lineup, your goal should scare
you. If it doesn’t scare you then it is too small. 

2.) Create A Goal That Is Meaningful To You.
Do not set a goal for yourself that you are not passionate about. You are just
setting yourself up to fail. If you are going to accomplish a worthwhile goal, then
it has to be something that you are motivated to do. Without that motivation and
passion you are not going to be able to put in the work that needs to be done,
and you will be miserable. Make sure that your goals are meaningful to you!

3.) Write Your Goal Down.
If your goal is nothing more than a mental agreement that you make with
yourself, then it is too easy to make adjustments to that goal or eliminate the
goal altogether.
CLICK HERE to continue reading...
 

 
Hundreds of Wrestling Coaches are taking the next step to
accomplishing their team goals this season by signing up for our Team
Programs.

CLICK HERE to check out some of our amazing success stories
from past seasons!

Our Systematic Mindset Training Program will bring out your team's
best performance this season by overcoming the following most
common Mindset Red Flags:
 

Giving good opponents too much respect



Giving good opponents too much respect
Wrestling too cautious or conservative
Choking in big matches
Fear of letting others down
Practice room wrestler

CLICK HERE to find out more about our Team Programs

Make it a great day - Coach Z
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